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Recent developments in fabri-
cation and metrology have 
enabled scientists to create a
new generation of complex
nanostructured materials. Re-
search being conducted at the
university’s Multiscale Electro-
magnetics Laboratory focuses
on understanding light interac-
tions with these materials
through advanced analytical
and computational studies.

“Some of the fundamental
problems we are trying to solve
include confinement and manipulation of optical pulses at the deep
subwavelength scale,” says Prof. Viktor Podolskiy. “We are also 
interested in computational optics and imaging.” 

Engineered composites open fascinating opportunities in molding
the flow of light at the nano- and micro-scale.

“Optical properties of these composite structures, or metamateri-
als, depend not only on the electromagnetic properties of their 
constituents, but also on the arrangement and shapes of their 
components,” explains Podolskiy.

A subclass of metamaterials, gold nanowire arrays are rapidly 
becoming flexible platforms for high-performance optical applica-
tions in biosensing and opto-acoustics as well as for experimental
demonstrations of novel physical phenomena that include negative
refraction of light and anomalous transmission. However, despite
significant previous research, the physics behind the counterintuitive
optics of nanowire arrays has not been completely understood.

“Over the past several years, our group has collaborated closely
with the group of Prof. Anatoly Zayats from King’s College London
in trying to uncover the origin of the unusual optical response often
seen in experiments,” Podolskiy notes. “We now have a working
model that not only quantitatively describes the optics of nanowire 

structures, but also reveals how the observed optical response 
stems from the interaction of light with the collective oscillation 
of free-electron plasma propagating inside the metallic wires. Our
work, pushed forward by Brian Wells, a graduate student at UMass 
Lowell’s Physics Department, paves the way for understanding emis-
sion and absorption of light by these fascinating complex materials.”

Podolskiy’s group also explores opportunities in developing novel
imaging techniques, opened by the exponential growth of computa-
tional processing power and fueled by Moore’s law. Recent develop-
ments in optical technology allowed drastic reduction in physical size
and weight of consumer photo and video cameras. Unfortunately,
the same technology cannot be used to reduce the size of cameras
and radars working at longer wavelengths. These imaging systems,
which have multiple applications in night-vision technology, pollu-
tion monitoring, safety, security and fundamental science, remain
relatively bulky and expensive. 

“One of the factors that limit the size of a camera is the size of
the pixel on its imaging sensor,” explains Podolskiy. “In conven-
tional, lens-based systems, the size of this pixel is determined by 
the wavelength of light in the vacuum. Longer wavelength means
larger pixels, which in turn means larger sensors, lenses, camera
bodies, etc.” 

Pixel size, however, can be dramatically reduced in materials 
with larger index of refraction. 

“In our recent work, we demonstrate that replacing lenses with
diffraction, or grating-type, elements along with the incorporation
of high-refractive-index materials allows one to reduce the size of in-
dividual pixels and potentially create much-smaller, long-wavelength
cameras,” he says. “As an added benefit, diffraction-based systems
allow one to restore volumetric image of the surroundings—similar
to hologram—based on a single exposure. Sandeep Inampudi, a
graduate student in the department, is now working on exploring
the limitations of diffraction-based imaging.” !

www.uml.edu/research/multiscale-electromagnetics

Multiscale Electromagnetics Laboratory
Studying Metamaterials and their Interactions with Light

Prof. Viktor Podolskiy

A beam of laser excites a slab of uniaxial metamaterial, formed by an array of
aligned metallic wires (left). The resulting oscillation of electrons in the wires
excites two fundamentally different optical modes with identical polarization—
a plasmon-like wave where electrons oscillate perpendicular to the wire and 
a polariton-like longitudinal mode where electrons oscillate along the 
wire (shown at right).

Diffraction element uses the radiation emitted by the seven-source scene to
produce highly oscillatory pattern (left), with subwavelength peak-to-peak 
distance. This pattern is detected by the sensor (center) and used by the 
numerical imaging algorithm to reproduce the light distribution in the 
original scene (right).
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RESEARCH AREAS: 
 
Advanced Materials 
Astronomy & Astrophysics 
Biophotonics 
Cosmology & Gravitation 
Medical Physics 
Nanoscience & Technology 
Nuclear Physics 
Photonics & Plasmonics 
Quantum Information 
Radiological Sciences 
Space Science 
Terahertz Technology 

~100 undergraduate students 
~80 graduate students 
28 faculty

Assoc. Prof. Anna Yaroslavsky of the university’s Advanced 
Biophotonics Laboratory (see page 7) to explore a combination
of optical and terahertz imaging for non-melanoma skin can-
cer that would complement current treatment techniques.

“As a non-invasive imaging modality capable of detecting
cancer margins intra-operatively, this imaging technique can
eliminate the need for simultaneous histological/pathological
examination of the tissue samples under the microscope,
greatly simplifying treatment,” explains BTTC Project 
Manager Cecil Joseph. 

He adds: “We are working with the Advanced Biophotonics
Laboratory to develop a multi-modal optical/terahertz imaging
system to aid in the demarcation of cancer margins.” !

The panel shows optical photographs (a) and (d) and cross-polarized terahertz
reflection images (b) and (c) of fresh normal (N) versus cancerous (C) tissues
from a human colon.

Examples of waveguide-enabled high-resolution terahertz images:
(a) shows an optical photograph of a tiny leaf (with a penny for
scale) while (b) shows its corresponding high-resolution terahertz
transmission image. In the bottom row, the optical photograph of 
a quarter (d) is shown alongside its terahertz-reflectance image (c).

This specimen with infiltrative basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is depicted as co-polarized terahertz reflectance image (a), cross-polarized terahertz reflectance
image (b), H & E-stained histology of a 5-mm frozen section of the tissue (c), cross-polarized optical image (d) and polarized light image (e).
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RESEARCH AREAS: 
 
 
 
Nuclear Structure 
Nuclear Astrophysics 
Neutron Science 
Detector Development 
Radiochemistry 
 
 
 
 
~100 undergraduate students 
~80 graduate students 
28 faculty

Partha Chowdhury 
(Dept. Chair, Director RadLab)

Marian Jandel

Andrew Rogers 
(Assoc. Director – Accelerator)

Peter Bender Kim Lister 
(Emeritus)

Erin R. Bertelsen

UML Nuclear Science
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UML Campus and Radiation Laboratory
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5.5-MV CN Van de Graaff accelerator

Headed to FSU
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Open experimental area

Neutrons and pulsed beams Ion microprobe

Beam

General purpose 
Scattering chamber

CAPABILITIES 
✦p, d, He … light ions 
✦Up to ~20-µA DC beam 
✦Sub-ns pulsing 
✦Mono-energetic pulsed neutrons  
via 7Li(p,n) reaction 

✦Fast-neutron beamline (goniometer, neutron 
scattering, ToF)

Rotatable 
analyzing 
magnet
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1-MW Research Reactor

CAPABILITIES 
in-core sample  
    (~1013 n/cm2/s) 
graphite thermal column  
    (~106 n/cm2/s) 
neutron radiography 
hot cell with remote manipulators 
100-kCi 60Co irradiator 

Open pool with LEU fuel
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Who we are as an ARUNA facility
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Who we are as an ARUNA facility
• Attract and train students and postdocs 

• Development of the nuclear workforce 

• Focus on detector development, 
applications, and work in support of our 
User-facility based research programs 

• ~6-8 graduate students and ~8 undergrads
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Nuclear instrumentation course
COURSE MAKEUP 
• ~ 24 - 36 students a semester 

• 50% undergraduate, 50% graduate 

• Medical physics, radiological sciences, 
nuclear engineering, and physics majors 

 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

• Introduction to equipment 

• Interaction of radiation with matter 

• Signal processing and data collection 

• Geiger-Muller counters 

• Counting and statistics 

• NaI and HPGe spectroscopy and nuclear 
forensics 

• Timing and coincidence 

• Charged-particle experiments  

• Demos of advanced setups . . . 

Plans for 2nd semester adv. course

(2016)
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Nuclear instrumentation course

CEAN Desktop  
Digitizer

General work 
area

ComputerDigital Oscilloscope 

NIM bin

UPDATED 
LAB STATION

COURSE MAKEUP 
• ~ 24 - 36 students a semester 

• 50% undergraduate, 50% graduate 

• Medical physics, radiological sciences, 
nuclear engineering, and physics majors 

 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

• Introduction to equipment 

• Interaction of radiation with matter 

• Signal processing and data collection 

• Geiger-Muller counters 

• Counting and statistics 

• NaI and HPGe spectroscopy and nuclear 
forensics 

• Timing and coincidence 

• Charged-particle experiments  

• Demos of advanced setups . . . 

Plans for 2nd semester adv. course
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Accelerator 7Li(p,n) mono-energetic neutron source

Ta target 
backing

Li evaporator 
current lead

Cooling water
•5-MV Van de Graaff accelerator used for 7Li(p,n) neutron-generating reaction. 

•Threshold at 1.88 MeV and low gamma-ray production. 

•Thin in-vacuum evaporated Li and thick natural Li targets (~2x109 n/cm2/s) as 
well as LiF are typically used. 

•Every reaction produces a 7Be (T1/2=53.22 days), the 477.6-keV decay rate is 
measured to determine the total number of neutrons emitted.
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Accelerator 7Li(p,n) mono-energetic neutron source

Proton Beam

Moveable Pb/B/Wax shield

Neutron Time-Of-Flight beamline 
(sub-ns pulsed beams)

scattered neutron

DAMAGE

Controlled 
dose

 

REPAIR

Room temp.  
anneal

EX: HPGe DSSD  
damage & repair

• UML has a long history in past decades of neutron 
scattering measurements. 

• Neutron damage tests and “repairability” at UMass 
Lowell for in-beam physics. 

• SBIR Phase2 grant with PHDS Co. to design a 
streamlined cryostat for an array tailored towards “in-
beam” spectroscopy of superheavy elements.

Li target

Scattering target / sample
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3”x3” C7LYC Efficiency measurements at UML
1.00 M

eV
1.50 M

eV
2.00 M

eV

EX: C7LYC detector  
characterization

Passport  
systems

RSO at MIT

7Li enriched C7LYC detectors

•Fast-neutron spectroscopy response. 

•Characterization at UML Accelerator Facility. 

•LANSCE experiment at Los Alamos :  
elastic and inelastic cross sections in 56Fe 

•CARIBU experiment at Argonne :  
β-delayed neutrons from decay of 94Rb
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Implanted targets and ion-beam analysis

Image credit: H.J. Whitlow

Faculty: Peter Bender •Lifetime measurements of excited states using well-
characterized implanted targets. 

•Deuteron beams (~2 𝜇A) are energy degraded and implanted 
in a target foil. 

• Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) using 4He beams to 
characterize the depth and number of implanted 2H.  

• Future project: Develop low-energy ion source for ion-
implantation applications. 

•Develop general ion-beam analysis techniques at UML.
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Implanted targets and ion-beam analysis

Image credit: H.J. Whitlow
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External-beam development
Faculty: Peter Bender, Andrew Rogers • Ion-beam analysis and high-throughput irradiations of in-air 

samples. 
• Significant interest in external irradiation capability. 
• Initial test using PIGE for identifying and quantifying 19F 

from PFAS [1]. 
• Interdisciplinary work with UML TURI center. 
• Future development of a a self-supporting thin window and 

detector end-station.
[1] L. Schultes, G.D Peaslee et al., Environ. Sci. Technol. Lett. 2019, 6, 2, 73–78

Beam

Exit window

Large volume  
HPGe
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New Capabilities for Measurements of Capture Gamma Rays 

Faculty: Marian Jandel, Peter Bender

UMass Lowell 1-MW Research Reactor 
Collimated thermal-neutron beam

High-resolution coincidence gamma-ray spectroscopy 
• MIXED ARRAY OF DETECTORS (MAD) with HPGe/BGO 

assemblies and Compton suppression, 12 Stilbene 
• Modern digital DAQ, acquisition of 32 channels asynchronous 
• Ability to measure gamma-gamma coincidences from thermal 

neutron capture reactions.  
• Ability to tag on neutron emitted follow prompt neutron induced 

fission and examine coincident gamma-rays in the fission fragments.
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New Capabilities for Measurements of Capture Gamma Rays

• Accurate gamma intensity determination: 
activation/decay and witness sample analysis  

• Compton suppressed spectrum of gamma 
rays obtained during the 2-hour long 
irradiation  of the 55Mn foil (black) and after the 
irradiation (red) at UMLRR in January 2021.

Preliminary data on Mn
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Radiochemistry at the Radiation Lab

Erin R. Bertelsen 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Physics & Applied Physics 
ACS NUCL Diversity and Inclusion Liaison 

1. E. R. Bertelsen, G. Deodhar, K. T. Kluherz, M. Davidson, M. Adams, B. G. 
Trewyn and J. C. Shafer, J. Chrom. A., 2019, 1595, 248-256. 

2. E. R. Bertelsen, N. C. Kovach, B. J. Reinhart, B. G. Trewyn, M. R. Antonio 
and J. C. Shafer, CrystEngComm, 2020, 22, 6886-6899. 

3. E. R. Bertelsen, N. C. Kovach, B. G. Trewyn, M. R. Antonio and J. C. 
Shafer, J. Mater. Chem. C, 2020, 8, 6689-6700.
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Summary

•The UMass Lowell Radiation Laboratory is an excellent environment for 
training students and supporting the goals of the nuclear physics community. 

• The unique infrastructure that includes a 5.5-MV Accelerator and 1-MW 
Reactor, is strong component within ARUNA. 

•Our university-based laboratory supports our basic science program and 
enables a variety of interdisciplinary research within the university. 

•We have a growing program and are excited for the future!


